From: Becky Mallott [bmallott@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2009 5:31 PM
To: AGSEC - USDA
Subject: Local dairy's are in jeopardy!

I am trying hard to reduce our country's need for fossil fuel dependancy. I urgently ask you to reconsider the bill that will effect costs of local dairy farmers that I enjoy and depend on. In particular, the Snowville Creamery in southern Ohio.

I know you support an attention to green alternatives, and affordable buying of food products is very much a part of the long-term solution!

Please rally against the possible huge fees that the USDA is about to rally for that would have a costly effect on the regional producers, impeding their existence.
	hank you,
--
Becky
bmallott@gmail.com

"Your mind is like a parachute...it functions only when open."